Introduction
============

Working memory (WM) can be defined as the temporary maintenance/manipulation of information for use in guiding goal-directed decision-making and action selection ([@nsx011-B32]; [@nsx011-B2]; [@nsx011-B58]). Higher WM capacity predicts measures of academic success and fluid intelligence and appears important for successful problem-solving ([@nsx011-B10]). Neuroscientific studies have also clarified that WM involves interactions between (1) lateral frontal-parietal (lFP) control networks (including regions of lateral prefrontal cortex, lateral parietal cortex, posterior dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, and anterior insula) and (2) cortical regions that represent the information being maintained ([@nsx011-B50]; [@nsx011-B21]; [@nsx011-B61]; [@nsx011-B52]; [@nsx011-B13]; [@nsx011-B54]; [@nsx011-B46]; [@nsx011-B58];). There further appears to be considerable overlap between WM and selective attention functions in the brain; specifically, both functions appear to involve top-down modulation processes that amplify task-relevant representations and suppress task-irrelevant representations ([@nsx011-B26]; [@nsx011-B38]; [@nsx011-B20]). Individual differences in the effectiveness of these top-down modulation processes are also thought to explain the correlation between WM capacity and intelligence mentioned above ([@nsx011-B18]; [@nsx011-B27]; [@nsx011-B39]).

Current models of the neural basis of WM are domain-general in that they suggest the same lFP network structures will be engaged irrespective of the sensory modality of the information being maintained/manipulated ([@nsx011-B16]; [@nsx011-B28]; [@nsx011-B3]). To date, however, the studies supporting these models have largely focused on WM for exteroceptive sensory information (e.g. visual, auditory, etc.); very few studies have examined WM for interoceptive/emotional information ([@nsx011-B62]; [@nsx011-B66]). The ability to maintain the emotional responses of self and others in mind \["emotional working memory" (EWM)\] could be of potential importance for many aspects of emotion regulation and social problem solving.

Previous behavioral work---using an EWM paradigm requiring maintenance of the intensity of one's own emotional responses---has provided evidence of differential interference effects between visual WM and EWM ([@nsx011-B43]), suggesting that EWM may be at least partially dissociable from other WM systems. A recent neuroimaging study ([@nsx011-B62]) using this same paradigm also found that EWM was significantly associated with anterior medial prefrontal activation, in addition to the lFP activation typically found in exteroceptive WM studies. This builds on previous findings showing that medial prefrontal activation is linked to attentional focus on one's own emotions ([@nsx011-B30]; [@nsx011-B23]; [@nsx011-B48]; [@nsx011-B56]). Relatedly, another body of work on "social working memory" (SWM) has also contrasted exteroceptive WM with the ability to maintain/manipulate information about the mental states/traits of others, which includes---but is not limited to---information about emotions ([@nsx011-B40]; [@nsx011-B41]; [@nsx011-B42]; [@nsx011-B66]). Specifically, using an SWM task involving the maintenance/manipulation of the psychological traits of others, two studies have now shown that a similar network of medial prefrontal/parietal (i.e. posterior cingulate/precuneus) regions increases in activation with increasing SWM load, and that lFP regions are also co-activated under these conditions ([@nsx011-B41], [@nsx011-B42]).

In contrast to the medial frontal-parietal (mFP) network activation observed in the above studies, a different SWM paradigm--- using an n-back task involving emotions seen in facial images---recently found a contradictory pattern of neural responses ([@nsx011-B66]). Specifically, this study observed that greater lFP activation, coupled with greater mFP *inhibition*, was instead associated with maintaining the emotions of others in mind. The authors of this study proposed that the unexpected response pattern they observed may suggest that SWM should be separated into "internally focused" and "externally focused" subtypes (as also proposed in [@nsx011-B33]). Thus, while maintaining "internal" information (like the mental traits of others) may require activation of the mFP network, they suggest that maintaining the emotions of others seen in faces (as in their n-back paradigm) may be a more "external" aspect of SWM and therefore activate the lFP network instead. However, at present it remains unclear if this explanation is correct, or whether some other difference between these EWM/SWM tasks can account for the differential participation of mFP and lFP networks.

One important issue that has received little attention, and that is of central importance to understanding EWM in particular, is that there are multiple cognitive strategies one might use to hold the emotions of others in mind. When maintaining emotions seen in faces (as in [@nsx011-B66]), for example, it seems there are at least three such strategies: (1) one could hold the visual image of the emotional face in mind, (2) one could label the face with an emotion word (e.g. "sad") and then hold that word in mind or (3) one could imagine the emotional feeling itself and hold that feeling in mind.[^1^](#nsx011-FN1){ref-type="fn"} Importantly, the first two strategies would be expected to activate the lFP networks associated with exteroceptive WM; only the third strategy would be expected to involve maintaining truly "internal" information requiring mFP network activation (i.e. according to the suggestion of [@nsx011-B66]). In the present study, we therefore sought to help further clarify the neural basis of EWM/SWM by using a socio-emotional working memory paradigm that directly contrasts these three strategies one might use for holding the emotions of others in mind. We hypothesized that, when compared to maintaining emotion words or maintaining emotional facial images, maintaining emotional feelings in WM (WM-f) would be uniquely associated with mFP network activation. This was based on the idea that only the WM-f strategy would involve maintaining representations of "internal" (i.e. interoceptive/introspective) content. To validate our measure of WM-f, we also tested the a priori hypothesis that individual differences in WM-f ability would be associated with higher scores on a previously validated performance measure of emotional awareness (EA) ([@nsx011-B31]). This was based on our reasoning that, because EA is measured by scoring verbal reports of the anticipated feelings of self and others in hypothetical emotion-provoking contexts, generating such verbal reports plausibly requires that an individual is able to imagine the feelings of others and maintain/manipulate representations of these feelings in WM.

As a secondary aim of the study, we also explored the relationship between WM-f and measures of general intelligence (IQ) and emotional intelligence (EI). This was because, despite the fact that exteroceptive WM has been strongly linked with IQ ([@nsx011-B10]), it remains unexplored whether WM-f shares this relationship with IQ, or whether it is more closely related to current measures of EI instead. Based on the conceptual distinction between EI and IQ ([@nsx011-B37]), and the results of previous studies ([@nsx011-B64]), we only expected small-to-moderate correlations between EI and IQ; however, given that WM-f represents a specific application of cognitive control processes to emotional feelings, and that such control processes have typically been linked to IQ ([@nsx011-B10]), it was unclear which of these two constructs would be more strongly associated with WM-f.[^2^](#nsx011-FN2){ref-type="fn"} Therefore, we also carried out exploratory analyses to provide some preliminary answers to this question.

Materials and methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Twenty-six healthy adults (13 female; mean age  =  23.12  ±  4.03) were recruited from the general population via flyers and internet advertisements to participate in the present study. Participants did not have any history of psychiatric or neurological disorders (assessed via a phone screen questionnaire based on criteria within the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders, 4th edition; DSM-IV-TR) and all provided written informed consent prior to participation. The research protocol of the present study was also reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Arizona.

Socio-emotional working memory task
-----------------------------------

Upon completing the informed consent, participants were presented with written instructions (on a laptop computer) for how to perform the WM task (See [Figure 1](#nsx011-F1){ref-type="fig"}). These instructions stated that "on each trial you will sequentially be shown either one, two, or three faces" and "you will also hear a word spoken at the time of the presentation of each face. "The instructions then informed the participants that the faces would display different emotional expressions and that the words they heard would also refer to emotions, but that a given emotion word they heard would not match the emotion expressed by the face shown at the same time. Next, participants read that "after the presentation of these faces and words, there will be a pause (where only a black screen is shown), during which time you will be asked to hold something in memory" and that after the pause a new face would appear on the screen, followed by the words "same" and "different." They were told that they would be asked to press one of two buttons corresponding to the "same" and "different" options in order to test their memory. However, what these options meant depended on the instruction provided before each trial.

![Illustration of the four task conditions. After the appearance of each instruction, 1, 2, or 3 emotional faces (and incongruent emotion words) were presented followed by a maintenance period. A 3-item trial is illustrated here. All contrasts reported in this manuscript compare the 6-s maintenance periods between different task conditions. The decision period that followed included making a simple same/different judgment from memory (where the correct answer was different depending on the instruction associated with that condition; described further in the text). The circles shown around same or different options were not included in the task; they are simply added to the figure to indicate what the correct answer would be for a given instruction type.](nsx011f1){#nsx011-F1}

Before each trial, an instruction appeared (in pseudo-random order) stating either "Facial Feeling," "Facial Identity," "Word," or "Pleasantness." The "Facial Feeling" instruction meant that they should "pay attention to the face(s) you see, and imagine the feeling that you believe the person(s) are feeling" and that "you should ignore the words you hear." During the pause, they were asked to hold the feeling(s) in mind and then compare those feelings to the image of the person shown after the pause. If one of the emotions they were holding in mind matched the emotion of the person shown after the pause, they were told to push "same" (otherwise they should push "different"). "Facial Identity" meant they should instead hold the visual images of the people they saw in mind during the pause (while still ignoring the words), and that they should push "same" if the person shown after the pause matched the identity of one of the faces shown before the pause (otherwise they should push "different"). "Word" meant that they should ignore the faces entirely (but keep their eyes open) and only remember the emotion words they heard. If the emotion on the face shown after the pause matched one of the words held in mind, they should push "same" (otherwise they should push "different"). Finally, the "Pleasantness" instruction meant that they didn't need to attend to or remember anything during the pause, and that they would simply need to indicate by button press whether the face shown after the pause was displaying a "Pleasant" or "Unpleasant" emotion. Subjects also did not need to remember the word "pleasantness" during the delay period, as they would be prompted at the end of the trial with the two words (pleasant or unpleasant) that they needed to choose between to complete the trial. This condition acted as a control condition in which nothing was held in WM during the maintenance period, but where all stimulus conditions were identical.

Each time one of these instructions was presented, it also indicated whether they would need to remember 1, 2 or 3 items of information on that trial (i.e. whether 1, 2 or 3 faces/words would be sequentially presented). Finally, they were reminded to use particular strategies during the pause period for each trial type. For the "Pleasantness" condition, they were asked to "not hold anything in mind during the pause." For the "Facial Identity" condition, they were asked to "hold the visual image of the faces in mind." For the "Word" condition, they were asked to "hold the words you heard in mind." For the "Facial Feeling" condition, they were asked to "hold the emotional feelings in mind." After reading these instructions, participants were offered an opportunity to ask questions to clarify their meaning, and then they were allowed to practice the task for several trials on the laptop. This practice period gave two exposures to each instruction type at each of the three difficulty levels (i.e. involving WM for 1, 2 or 3 items). In the practice version, they also received feedback (correct/incorrect) after each trial to aid in learning the task. After this practice period, participants could again ask any clarifying questions if something was still not fully understood.

Participants were then taken to the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner at the University of Arizona where they underwent functional MRI scanning (see Neuroimaging Methods) while completing the EWM task. Before scanning began, they were also given a small number of practice trials to become accustomed to performing the task inside the scanner environment. However, no feedback regarding accuracy was provided during these in-scanner practice trials, nor during the trials in the actual task.

For this task, the facial images used were taken from the Ekman 60 faces test ([@nsx011-B17]), which contains photographs of 10 different actors (six photographs of each), all displaying each of the basic emotions one time (happiness, anger, disgust, fear, surprise, and sadness). The words participants heard corresponded to each of these six basic emotions as well ("happy," "angry," "disgusted," "afraid," "surprised," "sad"), read by the same voice in the same neutral tone. However, a word never matched the emotion shown in the face with which it was simultaneously presented. Counterbalancing within the task was done with respect to all stimulus and condition variables to the greatest extent possible. This included ensuring that the facial identities, emotional expressions, and words presented were used roughly the same number of times for each trial type, and that each emotional expression was paired with each incongruent emotion word the same number of times. It also included ensuring that "same" (or "pleasant") and "different" (or "unpleasant") were each the correct responses an equivalent number of times both within and across each trial type. For the Facial Feeling condition, trials were also constructed so that the emotion displayed after the pause (i.e. for the same/different judgment) was always shown on a different face than those used to display that emotion during the encoding phase (i.e. before the pause). This was done to help ensure that participants were truly holding feelings in mind, and not simply matching the same facial images before and after the pause when choosing their responses.

Each participant performed two runs of the task, each lasting 14 min and 22 s. The trial order was pseudo-randomized between runs, in order to prevent participants from being able to learn what stimuli to expect on upcoming trials during the second run. Across the two runs, this allowed for 24 trials each (eight at each of the three difficulty levels) within the Facial Feeling, Facial Identity, and Word conditions, as well as 12 trials (four at each difficulty level) within the Pleasantness condition. On each trial, the timing was as follows: Trial Instruction  =  3 s, Image/Word  =  2 s (each), Maintenance Period = 6 s, Comparison Image  =  2 s, Decision Period (displaying the "same"/"pleasant" and "different"/"unpleasant" options) = 3 s. After the decision period, there was also a variable-length inter-trial interval (displaying a crosshair), which was jittered so as to last either 0.5 s, 2 s, or 3.5 s.

After completing scanning, participants were then escorted back to the lab, seated at a laptop, and asked to complete some additional measures.

Secondary measures
------------------

*Emotional Awareness.* Participants also completed an on-line version of the levels of emotional awareness scale (LEAS) ([www.eleastest.net](http://www.eleastest.net)) that makes use of a validated automatic scoring program ([@nsx011-B4]). The LEAS presents 2--4 sentence descriptions of 20 social situations, each involving two people. The situation descriptions are designed to elicit four types of emotion (sadness, happiness, anger and fear) at five levels of complexity. One situation is presented on each electronically presented page, followed by two questions: "How would you feel?" and "How would the other person feel?" There are separate response boxes for typing in the answers to each question. Participants are instructed to type their responses into these boxes and asked to use as much or as little space as needed to answer. The only rule they are given is that they must use the word "feel" in their responses.

Scores for the LEAS are assigned based on the EA level associated with the words participants provide in their responses. The lowest scores are given to non-feeling words (Level 0, e.g. confused). Level 1 scores are given to feeling words related to physiological sensations (e.g. "tired"), whereas level 2 scores reflect feeling-related actions (e.g. "punching") or simple valence discriminations (e.g. "bad," "good") that have inherent avoidance- or approach-related content. Level 3 scores are assigned to single emotion terms (e.g. "happy," "sad"). Level 4 scores are awarded when at least 2 terms from level 3 are used (i.e. that convey greater emotional differentiation than either word alone). For each item, the self- and other-related responses are scored separately in the manner just described (i.e. with a value of 0-4). A "total" score is also given for each of the 20 LEAS items; this score reflects the higher of the self- and other-related scores, unless a score of 4 is given for both. In that case, a total score of 5 is given for the item, so long as the self- and other-related responses are differentiable (for more detail, see [@nsx011-B31]).

*Emotional* *i* *ntelligence*. In order to explore the potential relationship between EI and EWM, participants completed previously validated, commercially available tests of EI. One test---the Mayer--Salovey--Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT)---is based on the "Ability model," which defines EI in terms of the cognitive capacities that allow one to reason about and solve emotion-related problems, and assesses EI based on participants' performance on a range of different tasks/assessments ([@nsx011-B36]). It uses computer-administered items that are designed to measure abilities such as identifying emotions, understanding the causes of emotions, and utilizing emotions to guide behavior and accomplish goals. The MSCEIT provides a total emotional intelligence score (as well as four subscale scores). For this study, raw scores were converted to scaled scores on the basis of the general normative group, adjusted for age, gender and ethnicity. The other major test of EI we used---the Trait Emotional Intelligence questionnaire (TEIQue)---is based on the "Trait model," which uses self-report inventories (as opposed to problem solving tests), and views EI as a set of personal competencies of which individuals are self aware ([@nsx011-B44]; [@nsx011-B51]). It contains 153 items and provides a total EI score (as well as several subscale scores). Items consist of statements such as "Understanding the needs and desires of others is not a problem for me," which must be answered on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 'Disagree Completely' to 'Agree Completely.'

*General* *i* *ntelligence*. Intelligence quotient (IQ) was assessed with the two-subtest form (FSIQ-2) of the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence -- Second Edition (WASI-II; Pearson Assessment, Inc., San Antonio, TX) ([@nsx011-B65]). This was done in order to assess the relationship between WM-f ability and general intelligence.

*Emotional* *f* *acial* *r* *ecognition.* To examine whether WM-f performance differences were due to differences in WM-f capacity or due to differences in emotion recognition ability, 16 of the 26 participants (7 male; mean age = 22.6 ± 4.0 years) were asked to complete the Ekman 60 faces test ([@nsx011-B17])[^3^](#nsx011-FN3){ref-type="fn"}. This is a computerized emotion recognition task during which participants are presented with photographs of 10 different actors (six photographs of each), all displaying each of the basic emotions one time (happiness, anger, disgust, fear, surprise and sadness). Participants are asked to choose which emotion best describes the facial expression shown (from a presented list). Photographs are presented in a pseudo-random order, and a total score (0--60) of correct responses for each participant was calculated.

Neuroimaging methods
--------------------

Neuroimaging was performed using a 3T Siemens Skyra scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32-channel head coil. T1-weighted structural 3D MPRAGE images were acquired (TR/TE/flip angle  =  2.1 s/2.33 ms/12 degree) covering 176 sagittal slices (256 × 256) with a slice thickness of 1 mm (voxel size  =  1 × 1 × 1). Functional T2\*-weighted scans were acquired over 32 transverse slices (2.5 mm thickness). Volumes were collected with an interleaved sequence (TR/TE/flip angle  =  2.0 s/25 ms/90 degree). The voxel size of the T2\* sequence was 2.5 × 2.5 × 3.5 mm. The field of view (FOV) was 240 mm.

Image processing
----------------

The SPM12 software package (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK; <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>) was used to perform all preprocessing steps, and subsequent statistical analyses, on the acquired MRI scans. Preprocessing steps on raw functional images included realignment, unwarping and coregistration to each subject's MPRAGE image in accordance with standard algorithms. The resulting images were then normalized to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinate space, spatially smoothed (6 mm full-width at half maximum), and resliced to 2 × 2 × 2 mm voxels. The standard canonical hemodynamic response function in SPM was used, a 128-second high-pass filter was applied to minimize low-frequency confounds, and serial autocorrelation was corrected using the AR(1) function. The Artifact Detection Tool (ART; <http://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect>*/*) was also used to regress out scans as nuisance covariates in the first-level analysis that exceeded 3 SD in mean global intensity and scan-to-scan motion that exceeded 1.0 mm.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

For each participant, a general linear model was specified to contrast activation during the maintenance period between the facial feeling, facial identity, word, and pleasantness conditions. WM load within each condition (i.e. 1-, 2- or 3-item trials) was also modeled using first-order parametric modulation. Each trial was modeled as a 6-s interval. Motion regressors (generated by ART -- see image processing above) were also added to each of these first-level designs. These contrast images were then entered into second-level SPM analyses (one-sample *T*-tests) to assess the main effect of two contrasts of interest. The first contrast was Facial Feeling \> Pleasantness, which should highlight all regions activated by maintaining feelings (i.e. relative to a period involving no WM maintenance). The second contrast was Facial Feeling \> Facial Identity and Word, which should highlight all regions activated by maintaining feelings that are not also activated by maintaining facial images or maintaining emotion words. Combining the Facial Identity and Word trials was done for this contrast to rule out interpretations involving alternative WM strategies (e.g. activations found in a contrast of Facial Feeling \> Word could be attributable to a visual WM strategy, etc.).

We also performed some additional second-level neuroimaging analyses to aid in characterizing our results. First, we performed parametric modulation analyses to highlight brain regions that increased in activation with greater WM load in the Facial Feeling condition. These parametric modulation analyses were done for the same two condition contrasts described above (i.e. Facial Feeling \> Pleasantness and Facial Feeling \> Facial Identity and Word). Second, we also contrasted accurate \> inaccurate trials within the Facial Feeling condition, in order to assess which brain regions were more activated during successful WM-f performance.

Finally, as detailed within our [supplementary materials](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we also performed two additional second-level analyses. To characterize the neural correlates of the visual WM condition of the task, we examined the contrast of Facial Identity \> Pleasantness. To characterize the neural correlates of the verbal WM condition of the task, we examined the contrast of Word \> Pleasantness.

For each of these analyses we used a whole-brain peak significance threshold of *P*  \<  0.001 (uncorrected), along with a cluster extent threshold of *P*  \<  0.05 \[false discovery rate (FDR) corrected\]. For more extensive data analysis, the first eigenvariate across subjects was also extracted from specific clusters found in these analyses (see results section) and correlated with specific secondary measures (described further below). Cluster identification/labeling was done in conjunction with the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas within SPM12 ([@nsx011-B60]).

Results
=======

Cognitive/behavioral measures
-----------------------------

The means (and SDs) for all behavioral measures are presented in [Table 1](#nsx011-T1){ref-type="table"}. Paired *T*-tests indicated that accuracy within the Facial Feeling (FF) condition was significantly lower than within the Facial Identity (FI) condition (*t*  =  −12.4, *P*  \<  0.05) and the Word (WO) condition (*t*  =  −6.6, *P*  \<  0.05). However, a one-sample *T*-test also confirmed that accuracy in the FF condition was still significantly greater than chance (i.e. 50%) levels (*t*  =  5.8, *P*  \<  0.05). Table 1.Cognitive/behavioral measures: Descriptive statisticsMeasureMeanStandard deviationFacial Feeling Condition Accuracy66.014.0Facial Identity Condition Accuracy93.07.3Word Condition Accuracy86.08.4Pleasantness Condition Accuracy97.05.2Ekman 60 Total Scores51.564.26WASI IQ scores115.2311.7LEAS TOTAL74.09.8LEAS OTHER58.510.7LEAS SELF63.08.7MSCEIT Total Score106.4918.22TEIQue Total Scores5.150.65

Correlations between all variables are reported in [Table 2](#nsx011-T2){ref-type="table"}. This table indicates that FF accuracy had a significant positive association with FI accuracy, IQ, and LEAS OTHER scores, and a trend-level association with LEAS TOTAL scores. FI accuracy also has a significant positive association with IQ. Interestingly, unlike FF accuracy, WO accuracy had a significant positive association with Ekman 60 total scores and MSCEIT total scores. Table 2.Correlations between variablesMeasuresFacial Feeling AccuracyFacial Identity AccuracyWord AccuracyPleasantness AccuracyEkman 60 TotalWASI IQLEAS TotalLEAS OtherLEAS SelfMSCEIT TotalTEIQue TotalFacial Feeling Accuracy1**0.554**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.0680.0680.229**0.551**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}**0.355**[^b^](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}**0.442**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.1170.0840.240Facial Identity Accuracy10.0670.2640.257**0.462**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.1150.220−0.0250.0840.020Word Accuracy10.305**0.515**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.136\*0.011−0.0890.017**0.390**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.133Pleasantness Accuracy1**0.573**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.2610.1080.2350.1670.288−0.104Ekman 60 Total10.125−0.2190.052−0.187**0.571**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.188WASI IQ1**0.619**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}**0.547**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}**0.533**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.3300.235LEAS Total1**0.890**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}**0.871**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.2620.229LEAS Other1**0.694**[^a^](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.1370.214LEAS Self10.3190.076MSCEIT Total10.303TEIQue Total1[^1][^2]

In line with our hypothesis, the relationship between LEAS OTHER scores and FF accuracy remained significant when controlling for accuracy within the FI and WO conditions (*r*  =  0.40, *P*  =  0.05). However, the relationship between LEAS OTHER scores and FF accuracy did not remain significant when controlling for IQ (*r*  = 0 .20, *P*  =  0.34).

Further examination revealed that FF accuracy was also not significantly correlated with any of the MSCEIT subscales (−0.22 ≤ r ≤  0.22, for each). Interestingly, however, the TEIQue "relationships" subscale (which measures the self-reported ability to maintain fulfilling personal relationships) was significantly positively correlated with FF accuracy (*r*  = 0.45, *P*  = 0 .02). This did not remain significant when corrected for multiple comparisons (i.e. correcting for examining correlations with all TEIQue subscales).

fMRI activation contrasts
-------------------------

*Maintenance* *p* *eriod: Facial Feeling \> Pleasantness.* This contrast revealed eight clusters ([Figure 2](#nsx011-F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 3](#nsx011-T3){ref-type="table"}), spanning the left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), the left and right anterior insula (AI), a bilateral posterior portion of the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (DMPFC; including dorsal anterior cingulate \[dACC\] and supplementary motor area \[SMA\]), the left lateral parietal cortex, and left and right basal ganglia and thalamic regions (i.e. mid-caudate and anterior thalamus in each hemisphere).

![Illustration of the imaging results contrasting the maintenance period of the facial feeling condition to (Top Row) that of the pleasantness (i.e. rest) condition, and to (Middle Row) that of the facial identity and word conditions. The bottom row displays the imaging results for the contrast of accurate \> inaccurate trials within the facial feeling condition. Images are thresholded using a peak threshold of *P*  \<  0.001 (uncorrected) and a cluster threshold of *P*  \<  0.05, FDR-corrected. Images are in neurological orientation (i.e. left = left; right = right).](nsx011f2){#nsx011-F2}

Table 3.FMRI activation analyses: Facial Feeling \> Pleasantness (FDR-corrected cluster threshold, *P* \< 0.05)Brain regionAAL atlas labelsPeak voxel coordinateCluster size (k~E~)T-scoreLeft DLPFCFrontal_Inf_Tri_L−40, 26, 2222148.14Frontal_Inf_Oper_LFrontal_Mid_2\_LPostcentral_LPrecentral_LPosterior DMPFC/SMA/dACC (Bilateral)Supp_Motor_Area_R−6, 14, 489557.84Frontal_Sup_Medial_RFrontal_Sup_Medial_LCingulate_Mid_LCingulate_Mid_RSupp_Motor_Area_LFrontal_Sup_2\_LFrontal_Sup_2\_RRight AIPutamen_R34, 20, −23456.70Frontal_Inf_Oper_RInsula_RFrontal_Inf_Orb_2\_RFrontal_Inf_Tri_RLeft AITemporal_Pole_Sup_L−28, 26, −24416.52Frontal_Inf_Tri_LFrontal_Inf_Oper_LFrontal_Inf_Orb_2\_LInsula_LRight DLPFCFrontal_Inf_Oper_R48, 28, 287165.61Frontal_Inf_Tri_RPrecentral_RFrontal_Mid_2\_RLeft Mid-Caudate and Anterior ThalamusCaudate_L−14, 0, 122935.32Putamen_LThalamus_LPallidum_L\_Right Mid-Caudate and Anterior ThalamusCaudate_R10, 4, −41415.10Thalamus_RPallidum_RLeft Lateral Parietal CortexAngular_L−32, −56, 402254.75Parietal_Inf_LParietal_Sup_LOccipital_Mid_L

Parametric modulation analyses for this contrast revealed several regions where activity increased with increasing WM load in the Facial Feeling condition (i.e. relative to the Pleasantness condition, which involved matched load-specific stimulus conditions without any WM demands). These regions included the left and right DLPFC, bilateral posterior DMPFC (including dACC and SMA), left and right lateral parietal cortex, bilateral precuneus and left motor/pre-motor cortex ([Figure 3](#nsx011-F3){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 4](#nsx011-T4){ref-type="table"}).

![Illustration of the imaging results for the parametric modulation analysis contrasting the maintenance period of the facial feeling condition to that of the pleasantness (i.e. rest) condition. This analysis reveals regions where activation increased with increasing WM load in the facial feeling condition (but did not similarly increase with exposure to 1, 2 and 3 emotional faces/words in the absence of WM task demands). Images are thresholded using a peak threshold of *P*  \<  0.001 (uncorrected) and a cluster threshold of *P*  \<  0.05, FDR-corrected. Images are in neurological orientation (i.e. left = left; right = right).](nsx011f3){#nsx011-F3}

Table 4.FMRI working memory load parametric modulation analyses: Facial feeling \> pleasantness (FDR-corrected cluster threshold, *P* \< 0.05)Brain RegionAAL atlas labelsPeak voxel coordinateCluster size (k~E~)T-scoreRight DLPFCFrontal_Mid_2\_R46, 34, 282605.61Frontal_Inf_Tri_RPosterior DMPFC/SMA/dACC (bilateral)Supp_Motor_Area_L−12, 14, 482265.23Supp_Motor_Area_RFrontal_Sup_Medial_LFrontal_Sup_Medial_RCingulate_Mid_RFrontal_Sup_2\_LLeft Motor/Pre-Motor CortexFrontal_Sup_2\_L−30, 2, 60525.08Precentral_LLeft Motor/Pre-Motor CortexFrontal_Mid_2\_L−48, 0, 341374.78Precentral_LLeft DLPFCFrontal_Mid_2\_L−34, 22, 30924.78Frontal_Inf_Tri_LRight Motor CortexFrontal_Mid_2\_R20, 14, 58694.76Frontal_Sup_2\_RRight Lateral Parietal CortexSupramarginal_R42, −48, 421584.72Angular_RParietal_Inf_RParietal_Sup_RLeft Lateral Parietal CortexAngular_L−40, −48, 422274.54Parietal_Inf_LOccipital_Mid_LParietal_Sup_LBilateral PrecuneusPrecuneus_L8, −60, 44674.52Precuneus_R

*Maintenance Period: Facial Feeling \> Facial Identity + Word.* This contrast revealed clusters within the same left DLPFC, left AI, left lateral parietal cortex, and DMPFC clusters found in the previous contrast ([Figure 2](#nsx011-F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 5](#nsx011-T5){ref-type="table"}). A more ventral left lateral prefrontal (VLPFC) cluster was also observed. Table 5.FMRI activation analyses: Facial feeling \> facial identity + word (FDR-corrected cluster threshold, *P* \< 0.05)Brain regionAAL atlas labelsPeak voxel coordinateCluster size (k~E~)T-scorePosterior DMPFC/SMA/dACC (Bilateral)Supp_Motor_Area_R−2, 16, 502586.15Frontal_Sup_Medial_RFrontal_Sup_Medial_LCingulate_Mid_RSupp_Motor_Area_LFrontal_Sup_2\_LLeft DLPFCFrontal_Mid_2\_L−36, 2, 6213246.14Frontal_Inf_Oper_LFrontal_Inf_Tri_LPrecentral_LLeft VLPFCFrontal_Inf_Orb_2\_L−50, 38, 4674.36Frontal_Inf_Tri_LFrontal_Mid_2\_LLeft Lateral Parietal CortexParietal_Inf_L−36, −48, 46914.31Left AIInsula_L−34, 34, 0684.28Frontal_Inf_Tri_L

Parametric modulation analyses for this contrast revealed no regions where activity increased with increasing WM load in the Facial Feeling condition relative to the Facial Identity and Word conditions.

*Maintenance Period: Facial Feeling (Accurate Trials) \> Facial Feeling (Inaccurate Trials).* This contrast revealed two clusters. One covered regions of the left temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) and posterior insula, while the other was within right somatosensory cortex ([Figure 2](#nsx011-F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 6](#nsx011-T6){ref-type="table"}). Table 6.FMRI activation analyses: Facial feeling (accurate trials) \> facial feeling (inaccurate trials) (FDR-corrected cluster threshold, *P* \< 0.05)Brain regionAAL atlas labelsPeak voxel coordinateCluster size (k~E~)T-scoreLeft TPJ/Posterior InsulaTemporal_Sup_L−58, −32, 243306.54SupraMarginal_LRolandic_Oper_LInsulaRight Somatosensory Cortex/Motor cortexPrecentral_R54, −8, 281154.92Postcentral_R

*Additional analyses.* Because the left AI has been previously implicated in representing emotional feelings ([@nsx011-B12]), we extracted the first eigenvariate of the left AI cluster (from the Facial Feeling \> Pleasantness contrast) as a measure of individual differences in left AI activation during WM maintenance of feelings; we then correlated this with LEAS OTHER scores. We also examined whether individual differences in left DLPFC activation might similarly predict LEAS OTHER scores, as our results (in conjunction with previous literature; e.g. [@nsx011-B13]) suggest this structure may be important for holding representations of feelings active within WM. As hypothesized, LEAS OTHER scores were positively correlated with activation of both the left AI (*r*  =  0.49, *P*  \<  0.05) and the left DLPFC (*r*  =  0.44, *P*  \< 0.05). Interestingly, LEAS SELF scores (left AI: *r*  = 0 .16; left DLPFC: *r*  =  0.14) and LEAS TOTAL scores (left AI: *r*  =  0.33; left DLPFC: *r*  = 0 .32) did not show a significant relationship with either of these clusters.

*Supplementary Contrasts.* For results of the additional contrast analyses we performed, which examined the neural activations separately associated with the Facial Identity and Word conditions, see the Supplementary results section ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.1--2, Figure S1). In general, these analyses suggested that neural activation associated with the Facial Identity (i.e. visual WM) and Word (i.e. verbal WM) conditions included many of the same lateral frontal-parietal network regions found in the Facial Feeling (i.e. WM-f) condition, and which have been highlighted in large meta-analyses of previous neuroimaging studies of WM ([@nsx011-B54]; [@nsx011-B46]).

Discussion
==========

In this study, we designed a socio-emotional WM task that compared three different cognitive strategies one could use to hold the emotions of others in mind: holding feelings, visual images or words. Performance scores on the FF condition were not significantly correlated with Ekman 60 scores, suggesting that individual differences in visual emotion recognition ability cannot account for performance differences in this condition. FF condition performance differences therefore more plausibly reflect differences in the ability to hold feelings in mind. In further support of the validity of this condition as a measure of WM-f, we found that individual differences in performance during the FF condition, when controlling for performance within the FI and WO condition, predicted scores on the LEAS---a previously validated measure of EA. In addition to confirming task validity, this suggests that WM-f may represent an important contributing mechanism underlying EA that deserves further experimental investigation. Interestingly, the relationship between WM-f performance and LEAS scores was present only for the condition involving the emotions of others, and not for awareness of one's own emotions. This makes sense given that our task only involves holding the emotions of others in mind, but it also suggests that EA for self and others may depend on at least partially distinct neural mechanisms. This suggestion is also consistent with our subsequent finding that task-related activation in the left AI and left DLPFC predicted LEAS OTHER scores but not LEAS SELF scores.

Using this task, we then tested the hypothesis that WM-f, relative to maintaining emotion words or visual images of emotional expressions, would be associated with mFP activation. Our results did not support this hypothesis. Instead, we found that WM-f was associated with significantly greater activation of the left DLPFC, left lateral parietal cortex, and left AI, as well as a DMPFC region (spanning dACC and SMA) more posterior than that found in previous SWM studies ([@nsx011-B41], [@nsx011-B42]). Contrary to our hypothesis, this pattern of findings suggests that WM for the feelings of others still involves the same major lFP network regions previously observed in meta-analyses of exteroceptive WM studies (e.g. [@nsx011-B54]; [@nsx011-B46]). We further found that accurate (relative to inaccurate) performance in the FF condition was associated with greater left TPJ, left insula, and right somatosensory cortex activation. As these regions have previously been linked to social cognition and representation of bodily feelings ([@nsx011-B11]; [@nsx011-B55]; [@nsx011-B8]; [@nsx011-B67]), this is also consistent with the idea that individuals were holding the feelings of others in mind.

The idea that WM-f still draws on the same lFP networks as exteroceptive WM was further supported by our parametric modulation analyses. The results of these analyses suggested that greater activation with greater WM load was present in the FF condition across a bilateral network of lFP regions. However, no region showed this load effect to a significantly greater degree for the FF condition than for the exteroceptive WM conditions (i.e. FI and WO). Our results are therefore more supportive of the previous suggestion ([@nsx011-B33]; [@nsx011-B66]) that lFP vs mFP activation may instead correspond to an external vs internal source of the to-be-maintained information. For example, perhaps, even in the case of feelings, lFP systems are involved when the information source is external perception (as in our task and that of [@nsx011-B66]), whereas the mFP system is more involved when the source of information is internal (e.g. from long-term memory or interoception)---as in the other EWM/SWM studies described in the introduction ([@nsx011-B41], [@nsx011-B42]; [@nsx011-B62]).[^4^](#nsx011-FN4){ref-type="fn"} As self-related cognition will almost always draw heavily on internal sources of information (i.e. long-term memory and interoception), this could also explain why cognitive processes directed at the self (e.g. [@nsx011-B45]; [@nsx011-B9]), and at one's own emotions (e.g. [@nsx011-B48]; [@nsx011-B56]), have typically been linked to the mFP system. Future studies should therefore be designed to directly test the possibility that it is the source of information, and not the information content itself, that primarily determines the extent of lFP vs. mFP involvement during WM. This could be done, for example, by designing WM tasks that compare holding the psychological states/traits of others in mind based on perceptual stimuli vs based on memory.

It is important to highlight, however, that the underlying neural processes during WM-f could still be different than during exteroceptive WM, even if the same lFP network regions are involved (e.g. for a review of evidence supporting the claim that the same brain regions can support different neural/psychological processes in different contexts, see [@nsx011-B1]). Such underlying process differences might be reflected in the greater activation levels we observed during WM-f in these regions, and they could also explain, for example, why we observed that WM-f performance, but not exteroceptive WM performance, was a significant predictor of EA. This possibility would be consistent with our finding that left AI and DLPFC activation during WM-f predicted EA as well; and although the left AI and DLPFC are part of the lFP network, the AI specifically has also separately been linked to the representation of bodily/emotional feelings ([@nsx011-B12]; [@nsx011-B22]; [@nsx011-B7]) and to emotion-cognition interactions ([@nsx011-B15]; [@nsx011-B24]). Our findings could therefore suggest that the AI's role in WM and its role in interoception/emotion may be related; they also suggest that differences in the underlying processes activated by WM-f, and not the brain regions involved, may best account for its unique relationship to EA in our results.

A secondary aim of this study was to explore the relationship between WM-f and measures of IQ and EI. Because the FF condition of the task mimics a social scenario in which one must hold the feelings of multiple others in mind (and use this information to make a decision), we examined whether better WM-f performance would be associated with the abilities that EI tests are designed to measure. While we observed that WM-f performance was significantly correlated with IQ, it was non-significantly associated with both the TEIQue and MSCEIT measures of EI. Further, only one EI subscale---the "relationships" subscale of the TEIQue---was found to have a significant positive association with WM-f (and only at an uncorrected significance level). This raises the possibility that better WM-f capacity may facilitate a person's ability to maintain satisfying relationships with others, but it also suggests that WM-f is best thought of as a component of IQ.

This conclusion was further supported by our finding that the positive correlation between WM-f capacity and LEAS scores was no longer significant after controlling for IQ. LEAS scores were also significantly correlated with IQ, and non-significantly correlated with EI (as previously found by [@nsx011-B34]). This further supports the independence of the construct measured by these EI tests from the overlapping functions underlying WM-f, EA, and IQ. Therefore, while WM-f represents a cognitive ability that should theoretically contribute to EI, current EI measures appear largely insensitive to it, and it does not appear to be fully distinct from either exteroceptive WM or IQ in terms of its neural correlates and its relation to other cognitive measures.

The present study has a number of important limitations. First, as we made use of a new task design, it will be important for future studies to replicate our results and provide further validation of this task. Second, our task design did not allow for a separate examination of WM for different emotions, which represents another possible topic for future research. However, current models suggest there are not unique neural correlates of different emotions ([@nsx011-B6]; [@nsx011-B57]); based on these models we would instead expect WM for each emotion in our task to involve a similar set of brain regions associated with representing body states and learned emotion concept categories. Third, it appears the FF condition was more difficult than the FI and WO conditions. Thus, we cannot rule out that the activation we observed in the 'facial feeling \> facial identity + word' contrast is partially explained by this difficulty difference. However, the stimulus presentation and the WM load (i.e. number of items to remember) were each identical across conditions. Thus, these difficulty differences may be specific to the content-domain of each condition, and are not attributable to differences in WM load itself. Future studies should therefore confirm whether WM-f is intrinsically more difficult (and therefore requires more cognitive effort) than WM for other content-domains, and assess its potential implications. It should also be kept in mind, however, that, even if difficulty differences resulted in greater left lFP activation in the FF condition, this still refutes the alternative hypothesis that FF would instead recruit mFP networks; it also supports our conclusion that the lFP networks associated with exteroceptive WM are primarily involved. Thus, this issue of difficulty does not threaten the major conclusions of our study.

A related limitation of our task design is that, in order to keep stimulus presentation identical between conditions, individuals were required to suppress attention to interfering stimuli. As such, we also cannot rule out that this type of attentional suppression may have been more difficult in some conditions than others (e.g. perhaps suppressing attention to an emotion word in the FF condition was more difficult than suppressing attention to the facial emotion in the WO condition). This could lead to mean accuracy differences between conditions not solely attributable to WM capacity differences. That being said, these selective attention processes are thought to overlap considerably with WM processes in the brain ([@nsx011-B27]; [@nsx011-B38]; [@nsx011-B20]). Therefore, they would be expected to activate the same brain regions and engage the same underlying functions, and individual differences in accuracy within the FF condition should still reflect differential efficiency in the same cognitive control processes.

An additional consideration concerns the ecological validity of this task. To minimize ambiguity in assessing accuracy, we made use of facial expressions of strong, incongruent emotions. While there are some circumstances in which an individual might need to hold such strongly incongruent emotions in mind simultaneously[^5^](#nsx011-FN5){ref-type="fn"}, it is likely more common that social situations will require holding subtler and more similar emotions in mind. Future studies should therefore examine whether similar or distinct neuro-cognitive processes are involved when holding less starkly different emotions in WM. Finally, it is important to highlight that we cannot be certain of the WM strategies actually used by our participants in the different conditions. Thus, even though our design allowed us to remove activation associated with a visual and auditory strategy, future studies would benefit from adding additional post-task measures to confirm the cognitive strategies actually employed during performance. It is worth pointing out, however, that performance scores on the FF condition were not significantly correlated with performance scores in the WO condition, and the WO condition, but not the FF condition, was significantly correlated with the Ekman 60 emotion recognition measure. This suggests that individuals were not adopting an auditory strategy in the FF condition; as the WO condition required participants to apply verbal labels held in WM to emotion faces (i.e. similar to the Ekman 60), this appears to independently support its validity as well. In contrast, FF performance scores were significantly correlated with FI performance scores; thus, we cannot rule out that a visual strategy was partially involved during the FF condition. However, FF performance, but not FI performance, correlated with scores on the LEAS (a test that requires imagining the feelings of others); this strongly suggests that the WM-f strategy was used in the FF condition but not the FI condition.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that holding the feelings of others in mind---when controlling for the use of alternative visual/auditory WM strategies---still recruits left lFP network regions. These regions are similar to those observed for other types of working memory ([@nsx011-B54]), and they are also similar to those activated by the visual and verbal WM conditions of the present study (see Supplementary results). Accuracy in holding the feelings of others in mind (i.e. contrasting accurate \> inaccurate trials) was also associated with other regions---the left TPJ, left posterior insula, and right somatosensory cortex---that have been previously linked to body representation and social cognition ([@nsx011-B11]; [@nsx011-B55]; [@nsx011-B8]; [@nsx011-B67]). We further found that increasing WM-f load also led to greater lFP network activation bilaterally, but that this pattern was not significantly different from the influence of load within visual or verbal WM conditions. This suggests considerable overlap in the mechanisms underlying maintenance of emotional and non-emotional information---at least when that information is derived from an exteroceptive input channel. We also found that individual differences in the ability to hold the feelings of others in mind are positively related to IQ, EA, and the self-reported ability to maintain satisfying relationships with others. However, it was not associated with total TEIQue scores, total MSCEIT scores, or any other subscales of either of these EI tests. This suggests that current measures of EI may be insensitive to an important cognitive ability contributing to social/emotional functioning; however, it is consistent with our neuroimaging results in suggesting that WM-f reflects a domain-general cognitive ability as well as with previous suggestions that EI-related functions are not fully distinct from IQ ([@nsx011-B63]). Future studies should further investigate the relationship between WM-f and EA, EI, and IQ, while specifically accounting for differences that may be attributable to distinctions between (1) internal and external sources of information and (2) whether the feelings in question correspond to the self or others.
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To be clear, this idea would *not* require that individuals actually generate, perceive, and then maintain a congruent bodily emotional reaction in WM in response to a face (although such automatic emotional reactions to faces may occur; e.g. see [@nsx011-B14]; [@nsx011-B59]). Instead, it would only require that individuals activate *representations* of bodily/emotional feelings in a top-down manner (i.e. even if these representations don't correspond to actual body state changes). This is analogous to any other goal- and/or cue-directed perceptual imagery generation process (e.g. being instructed to imagine seeing a house and then to hold this image in mind). Previous studies have suggested that perceptual systems in the brain represent such imagined percepts by producing activation patterns very similar to those evoked during actual stimulus presentation ([@nsx011-B47]; [@nsx011-B29]). This is also consistent with the results of previous studies that have specifically asked individuals to imagine feeling particular emotions (e.g. [@nsx011-B25]).

Previous studies have found little to no relationship between measures of EA and EI ([@nsx011-B5]; [@nsx011-B34]), and the validity of current EI measures has also been questioned on a number of grounds ([@nsx011-B53]; [@nsx011-B35]; [@nsx011-B19]; [@nsx011-B63]). Therefore, while we had an independent rationale for expecting WM-f to correlate with EA (described above), the expected relationship between WM-f and EI was unclear. We therefore framed our analyses of EI as exploratory.

Unfortunately, Ekman 60 scores were not gathered on the first 10 participants due to an error during data collection.

Similarly, a large number of studies on motor control have also suggested that lateral vs. medial cortical regions are associated with the use of external vs. internal sources of information in guiding skeletomotor movement (reviewed in [@nsx011-B49]).

For example, after deciding to give one employee a raise over another employee (making the first employee happy and the second sad), an employer would likely need to simultaneously consider the feelings of both employees when making decisions (e.g. about how to minimize conflict and maximize motivation going forward). The employer would also plausibly benefit from actually imagining how these employees feel, as opposed to simply using an auditory strategy (e.g. internally repeating the words "happy" and "sad").

[^1]: *P*  \<  0.05, two-tailed.

[^2]: *P*  =  0.07, two-tailed (i.e. trend-level finding).
